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A Civil War Looming in Israel?

By Adeyinka Makinde, July 26 2016

“We are on the verge of an uprising of hatred, racism, darkness and upcoming killings and
assassination based on the overwhelming internal hatred here. We hear hatred at every
turn, whether it is directed toward women by military rabbis, by Ashkenazi Jews against
Sephardi Jews and Mizrahi Jews against Ashkenazis. This way the seeds of the uprising of
hatred are planted, which will lead to a civil war. This hatred is being carried out by the full
support and cover of those in charge.” – Isaac Herzog, leader of the opposition Zionist Union
coalition in the Israeli Knesset.

The Man behind the Failed Coup in Turkey? US Army General John F. Campbell. Report

By Global Research News, July 26 2016

According to the conservative English language newspaper Yeni Savak,  ”a former U.S.
commander  of  the  International  Security  Assistance  Force  (ISAF),  a  NATO-led  security
mission in Afghanistan, was the organizer of the July 15 military coup attempt in Turkey”.

Two Faces of Emmett Till: When Black Lives Really Didn’t Matter. Today White Racism is
Alive in America

By Gary Kohls, July 26 2016

61 years ago  (August 28, 1955), an innocent 14 year old black youth, Emmett Till, was
kidnapped, tortured and murdered by an angry vigilante mob of white racists in Money,
Mississippi.  96 years  ago last  month (June 15,  1920),  three innocent  black men were
tortured and murdered by an angry vigilante mob of white racists in Duluth, Minnesota. A
couple of days ago ex-Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan, and Louisiana Republican Party
member David Duke, announced his candidacy for the US Senate, crediting the political
statements and announced agenda of Donald Trump and, presumably, the platform of the
Republican Party.
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Another US Foreign Policy Triumph: Syrian “Moderate Rebels” Behead Innocent Child

By Steven MacMillan, July 26 2016

The world was shocked this week after a horrific video surfaced showing a US-backed rebel
group in Syria beheading a 12-year-old Palestinian boy, in yet another example of how the
Syrian rebels are the complete antithesis of moderate. Psychopathic members of the Nour
al-Din al-Zenki group – which was formed in late 2011 and operates around the city of
Aleppo – carried out the atrocity. In a ridiculous statement, the leaders of the al-Zenki group
called  the  atrocity  a  “mistake”  –  how  anyone  can  characterize  hacking  a  child’s  head  off
with a knife a “mistake” is beyond me.

The New York Times: Hillary’s Press Agent

By Stephen Lendman, July 26 2016

Throughout the political season, the NYT represented the Clinton campaign, acting as a
pseudo-official  mouthpiece,  turning  journalism  into  PR  promotion.   Branding  four  days  as
“Hillary’s Convention,” The Times continues promoting an agenda threatening world peace,
supporting monied interests over popular ones, and tyranny masquerading as democracy.
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